Abstract. The transition measures of the Brownian motion on manifolds modelled on abstract Wiener spaces locally correspond to fundamental solutions of certain infinite dimensional parabolic equations. We establish the existence of such fundamental solutions under a broad new set of hypotheses on the differential coefficients. The fundamental solutions can be approximated in total variation by fundamental solutions of "almost" finite dimensional parabolic equations. By the finite dimensional theory, the approximations are seen to be differentiable. We prove that the property of differentiability is closed under a particular type of sequential convergence, and conclude the differentiability of the fundamental solutions of the infinite dimensional parabolic equations. This result provides strong evidence in support of the conjecture that the transition measures of the Brownian motion are differentiable, and hence is of importance in the construction of infinite dimensional Laplace-Beltrami operators.
I. Introduction. Recent work of several authors [6] , [9] , [16] , [19] , [20] has been concerned with the problem of defining, for a class of infinite dimensional manifolds, a Laplace-Beltrami operator commensurate with the available definitions of exterior differentiation and integration [19] . When the manifold is a (flat) real separable Banach space, and the integration theory is associated with a Gaussian Borel measure, then the relevant Laplace-Beltrami operator on 0-forms turns out to be the infinitesimal generator of the L2 Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process-i.e. the number of particles operator known to quantum field theorists.
In view of the established existence of the Brownian motion on infinite dimensional manifolds [14] , one possible way to obtain a Laplace-Beltrami operator on 0-forms is to establish existence of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and then to relate the Laplace-Beltrami operator to its infinitesimal generator. Kuo [16] has constructed such a process, assuming the validity of a conjecture that one of the transition measures of the Brownian motion process is differentiable. This paper presents strong evidence in support of the conjecture.
We begin with a discussion of differentiation of measures in §11. The paper of Averbuh, Smoljanov and Fomin [1] contains an excellent discussion of directional differentiation of measures on vector spaces, as well as a complete characterization of infinitely differentiable measures on finite dimensional spaces. In Proposition 1 we show that appropriately controlled sequential limits of differentiable measures remain differentiable. This enables us to show differentiability of infinite dimensional measures by establishing differentiability of an approximating sequence of (semi-) finite dimensional measures.
Locally, the transition measures of the Brownian motion correspond to fundamental solutions of parabolic equations. Fundamental solutions of some infinite dimensional parabolic equations were first studied in [17] , [18] . The hypotheses on the differential coefficients assumed in [17] , [18] do not hold in the cases of interest in this paper, so we will, in §111, establish the existence of fundamental solutions under a significantly different set of coefficient hypotheses. These fundamental solutions can be approximated in total variation by products of finite dimensional fundamental solutions with infinite dimensional Wiener measures (semi-finitely approximated). The semi-finite approximations form fundamental solutions to "adjoint" equations, and so can easily be seen to be differentiable. On passing to the limit, we establish differentiability of the infinite dimensional fundamental solutions.
II. Differentiable measures. Averbuh, Smoljanov and Fomin [1] have made a comprehensive study of differentiable measures on linear spaces, with a view towards their subsequent study [2] of generalized functions of infinitely many variables, their Fourier transforms, and applications to infinite dimensional differential operators. Proofs for otherwise unproven or unreferenced assertions which we make in this section may be found in [1] .
Let X be a linear space, and & a a-algebra of subsets of X. A measure p. on ( uniformly with respect to h E B for each B E ß and /4 E 6£, then ft is said to be boundedly differentiable with respect to H. Our interest in this paper lies in the case when if" is a normed linear space. It is straightforward to show that when H can be normed, bounded weak differentiability is simply ordinary Frechet differentiability at the origin of the function h -» p(A + h). We will call p .//-differentiable if p is weakly and boundedly differentiable.
Let us note what happens in the special case x = R", & = the Borel sets. Let {<?,,..., en) be a basis for R". If p is differentiable in each of the directions e¡ (i = \, . . ., n) then p is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, p is weakly and boundedly differentiable with respect to R", and
as / -» 0, uniformly for h in bounded sets. Any real-valued function «p on R" which is integrable, differentiable in the direction h at each point and such that dh<p is also integrable on R" is the density of a measure u differentiable in the direction h. Moreover
JA p is infinitely differentiable with respect to R" if and only if p is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and its density is (up to equivalence) an infinitely differentiable function for which all partial derivatives of all orders are integrable. Hence, in the finite dimensional case, analysis of infinitely differentiable measures reduces (in the sense of generalized functions) to the analysis of differentiable point functions. In infinite dimensions the situation is radically different [1] . If X is an infinite dimensional locally convex Polish (i.e. complete, separable, metrizable) space, then there exists no nonzero real-valued Borel measure on X that is differentiable in ail directions.
The setting of an abstract Wiener space has proven to be quite well suited to the study of infinite dimensional parabolic and elliptic differential operators. An abstract Wiener space consists of a pair (H, B) , where H is a real separable Hilbert space with norm | • | and inner product (•,•) and B is the completion of H with respect to a weaker norm || • || which is measurable in the sense defined by L. Gross [10] . A cylinder set in H is a set T of the form r = P ~ '(£) where P is a finite dimensional projection on H and £ is a Borel set in the range of P. The Gaussian cylinder set measure v, (with variance parameter t > 0) is a finitely additive set function on the ring of cylinder sets, and is given by
where n is the dimension of the range of P. (1) we see that if <p is the density of a measure /i on R1, and if <p is positive and continuously differentiable, then dDji/dp. = <p'/<p = (log (p)'.
For Wiener measure/?,, we have by (2):
(h.dDpjdpj) = -t-\h,yy.
These two examples motivate the terminology "logarithmic derivative" and the use of B as the range of the logarithmic derivative. Proposition 1. Assume { ¡in}, ¡x and v are measures on a linear space sueh that (i) each ¡in is differentiable in the direction h, (ii) for each measurable set A,
Then ¡i is differentiable in the direction h and dh¡i = v.
Proof. We adapt a standard proof pertaining to the interchange of differentiation and limits of sequences of real valued functions. 
H'(A)h < E.
Using the triangle inequality on (3), (4), (5) yields
for \t| < 5, completing the proof. □ Corollary 1.1. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 1 and also assume that each pn is H-differentiable and that there exists «50 > 0 such that dhp" -> v in variation uniformly for all h E H with \h\ < 80. Then p is H-differentiable.
Proof. Under these additional hypotheses, (3), (4) and (5), and consequently (6) are all uniform estimates for |A| < 80.
Often an infinite dimensional p (in particular, a p which belongs to a fundamental solution of a parabolic equation) may be approximated by products (p"Xpn).
The p" are members of fundamental solutions of appropriate finite dimensional parabolic equations, which usually can be easily seen to be differentiable. The pn are infinite dimensional Wiener measures, which are known to be infinitely //-differentiable.
III. Fundamental solutions of parabolic equations. The transition measures ( ß,(x, ay): t > 0, x E B) of the Brownian motion on manifolds modelled on an abstract Wiener space (H, B) locally correspond to fundamental solutions of the Cauchy problem {Lxlu = 0 (x E B, t > 0); u(0, x) = f(x)) for the
where a: B-*&(H), b: B->H, c: S-*Rl. Assuming that one of these measures is //"-differentiable, with locally Lipschitzian logarithmic derivative, Kuo [16] has described the construction of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Although Kuo's definition of //-differentiable measure looks very different from ours, it is in fact equivalent.
In this section we establish the existence and differentiability of fundamental solutions for a large class of parabolic equations on B of the form (7) . A fundamental solution of the Cauchy problem is defined to be a family [q,(x, dy): x E B, t > 0} of finite Borel measures on B which will produce a solution (of the Cauchy problem) for each / in the set & of all bounded and uniformly Lip 1 real-valued functions on B in the following manner:
Define qj(x) = fsf(y)q,(x, dy). Then for each/in &:
(A-i) qj(x) is differentiable with respect to t, twice //-differentiable with respect to x, and DxxqJ(x) is of trace class, (A-ii) u(x, f) = qj(x) satisfies Lxtu = 0 for x E B, t > 0, (A-iii) limiSi0 qj(x) = f(x) uniformly for x E B. When b(x) and c(x) vanish identically, and a(-) is uniformly positive definite, of the form / + a trace class operator, and satisfies some rather technical differentiability and summability hyptheses, a fundamental solution has been developed in [17] , [18] , based on the parametrix method of E. E. Levi. The parametrix used is also a family [s,(x, dy): x E B, t > 0} of finite Borel measures on B, defined by sl(
The parametrix is used as an initial approximation to the fundamental solution. Specifically, a third family {r,(x, dy): x E B, t > 0} of finite Borel measures is sought so that {q,(x, dy)} will satisfy f f(y)q,(x, dy)
JB J0 JBJB for all/in &. We rewrite (9) as
•'0
Since q,f must be a solution of Lxtu = 0, we attempt to find rj by applying Lxt to each side of (10). This is the stage which most influences the choice of parametrix and of differentiability and summabüity hypotheses on the coefficients of Lxr The objective is to show that for / £ &, sj is sufficiently smooth so that the mapping M,: /-» LxtsJ may be defined and so that application of Lxt to (10) results in an integral equation of the form
•'o (10) to (11) and obtain convergence of the Picard approximations if the application of Lxl to sj(x) produces a family of measures Mt(x, dy) such that Lx,sJ(x) = /Bf(y)M,(x, dy) and {M,(x, dy)} satisfies: For each T > 0 there exists a constant Q, and for each 0 < 8 < T there exists a constant Qs so that (B-i) fB\M,\(x, dy) < Qt~l/2 for 0 < t < T.
(B-ii) The map/-» MJ is bounded linear operator on 6B, with HAf/Hg < Ô'-I/2H/llâ! for 0 < t < T. Here l|/||a = l|/||oo+ inf{c: \f(x)-f(y)\ < c||x -v||Bforallx^inB}.
(B-iii) For «5 < /" t2 < T we have \\M,J -M,J\\" < &|/, -t2\ • ||/||4 for all/E fi. Proposition 1 of [17] gives explicit formulas for the first and second //-derivatives of sj(x). Namely,
In order to ensure that D 2sJ(x) is of trace class, and, even more importantly, to be able to commute the trace summation with the integral operation and thereby to obtain M,(x, dy), considerable summability hypotheses must be placed upon a(x). A set of sufficient conditions is described in [17] , [18] , focusing about an assumption that a(x) -I is decomposable into a product Ex(e(x))E2, where £, and E2 are Hilbert-Schmidt operators. e(x) is required to be twice //-differentiable with uniformly bounded and B-hip 1 derivatives. This product decomposition is then inherited by a(x)~} and its first two derivatives, producing desirable estimates of the magnitudes of the terms within the integrand of (13).
Kuo's proof of the existence of the Brownian motion on Riemann-Wiener manifolds modelled on (//, B) assumes that the norm on B is C2 off the origin. This is a strong assumption on B, for it implies the existence of a C2 partition of unity for B. Such a partition of unity does not exist for many separable Banach spaces, including, in particular, classical Wiener space [3] . Furthermore the second order coefficients of the parabolic equations related to the local Brownian flows have extension and differentiability properties stronger than those assumed in [17] , [18] . The strength of these properties can be seen to compensate for the decomposition assumptions of [17] , [18] . That is, although the parabolic operators corresponding to the Brownian motion do not satisfy the hypotheses of [17] , [18], they do possess fundamentally different alternative properties enabling the construction of a fundamental solution by the process described in the foregoing. We will show that the assumptions of Theorem 2 enable us to interpret each of the terms in the expressions (8), (12) , (13) , of sj(x) and its //-derivatives as measurable functions on B, to demonstrate that D2sJ(x) is of trace class, and to obtain {M,(x, dy)} satisfying (B-i), (B-ii), (B-iii). The methods of [17] then apply to enable construction of a fundamental solution as earlier described in this section.
However, (C-iii-a) and (C-iv-a) turn out to be equivalent to (C-iii) and (C-iv). Let us assume (C-iii-a) plus the continuity of x -» ||/>[a(-)]|le3(Ä). which is assured by (C-iv-a
In order to analyze the terms of D2sJ(x), we depart from the estimates of [17] and make repeated use of the following two facts:
1. There exists an a > 0 such that JBeaMpx(dy) < oo. It follows that \\y\\p is integrable with respect top,(dy) for allp, r > 0.
2. Recall that the restriction mapping is a continuous injection of B* into //*; that //* may be identified with H via the Riesz representation; and that the injection of H into B is continuous. The restriction to H of a continuous linear mapping of B into B* is a trace class operator on H. Moreover, W-\\u<SB\\ytPAày)-\\-\\e(By (14) 1 is due to X. Fernique [8] . 2 is due to V. Goodman and makes use of 1.
Proofs of 1 and 2 may be found in [15].
We will now observe that {a(x)~1: x E B} also satisfies the conditions (C-iii) and (C-iv) of Theorem 5. By (C-i), {a(x)~1} is a uniformly bounded family in t(B, B). Hence we see that x -» a(x)'1 is twice 5-differentiable as an t(B, B) valued function, and the second fi-derivative is uniformly bounded and Lip 1. Writing a(x)~x -I = -(a(x) -I)a(x)~\ we conclude that a(x)~x satisfies (C-iii) and (C-iv).
Since a(x) is of the form / + a member of t2(B), a(x): H -» H and [a(x) -I]\H is of trace class. In order to guarantee that the [det a(y)]~l/2 factor in the expression (8) for s,(x, dy) is well defined we need only show that a(x)\H is uniformly positive definite. Since [a(x) -I]\H is compact and symmetric, it is diagonalizable. Hence a(x)\H is diagonalizable, and we see from (C-i) that the lowest eigenvalue must exceed e. Hence a(x) > el for all x. It follows from the considerations of [17, p. 98 ] that y -»[det a(y)]~1/2 is well defined, uniformly bounded and Lip 1. The exponential factor of s,(x, ay) is well defined since a(x)~l -/ belongs to t2(B). Since the B*-B pairing coincides on B* X H with the H inner product pairing (•,•), we will use the inner product notation for both pairings. The validity of the extendibility properties (C-iii) for a(x)~x yields an obvious interpretation of each term in the integrands of (12) and (13) But these are terms (k, y) where k E H and y E B, which we earlier defined as elements of L2(px).
We turn now to the application of Lxt to sf(x). Following [17, p. 105] we split (D2sJ(x)k, h) into two parts, (Vt(x)k, h) + (W,(x)k, A):
■(D[a(xyl]h(x-y),x-y)]}s,(x, ay). (16)
By temporarily assigning the new inner product {h, k} s ([a(x)~x]h, k) to H, (Vt(x)k, A) is seen to be similar to formulas derived by Gross [11] for the second Fréchet derivative of the solution to the heat equation on the new inner product space. It then follows from the work of Gross that (V,(x)k, h) is of trace class, and that
Only the invertibility of a(x) and the fact that a(x) is of the form / + a Hilbert-Schmidt operator are used for this part of the calculation. Remark. In finite dimensions, the parametrix usually differs from ours (see equation (8)) in that the exponential term has a(y)~x rather than a(x)~x. Then ^-differentiation of the parametrix does not involve differentiation of the a(-) coefficients, and the fundamental solution of Lxlu = 0 can be shown to exist assuming only boundedness plus a Holder condition on a(-). However this modified parametrix is very difficult to work with in infinite dimensions. Equation (17) tells us that the singular behavior of the time derivative of the parametrix is exactly cancelled by part of the second derivative of the parametrix. This is why we have chosen (8) From the definition (8) of s,(x, dy), we see that it is absolutely continuous with respect to p2t(x, dy). Calculations on p. 99 of [17] show that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of s,(x, dy) with respect to p2l(x, dy) is in Lx+X(p2l(x, dy)) for all positive X sufficiently close to zero. The Lx+X norm is uniformly bounded for all x in B. We easily conclude that is of trace class. Making the change of variable y ->V2f y + x, we obtain || • ||tr < const-Il/H,». The constant is independent of/, t and x. Dominated convergence now enables us to interchange the trace and integral operations. Similar considerations lead to the conclusion that
extends to a member of t(B, B*), and hence is of trace class with || • ||tt < const-t~x/2-H/Ho,,. As above, we can interchange the trace and integral operations.
We identify the term (D[a(x)~x](-)(x -y), x -y) with a bounded linear functional z on H, such that \z\H < const-\\x -y\\2B-Then the operator defined by
is identifiable with z ® z. Since ||z <8> z\\u = \z\2H, we can easily show that
is of trace class, with || • ||tr < const-\\f\\x, and that we can interchange the trace and integral operations. The last term of ( Wt(x)k, h) to consider is
We will show that the operator S is of trace class by applying the test operator method developed by L. 
for all test operators T in order to conclude that S is of trace class. Since S is symmetric, it is easy to see that without loss of generality we need only prove (19) for those T whose restriction to H is symmetric. Such a T has the form Tx = 2"= i\<ei> x)ei where ex,...,en is an //-orthonormal subset of elements in B*, and each A, E R1. Since T is of finite rank, T*S is of trace where the constant is independent of t, f x and T. Thus 5" is of trace class, with ||5||tr < const-H/IL • i_1/2, and once again we can interchange the trace and integral operations in the calculation of trace S. We conclude that Wt(x), and hence D2sJ(x), are of trace class. This enables application of Lxl to sj(x). Making use of (12)- (17) we obtain
All that remains for the proof of Theorem 2 is for us to verify the existence of a family of measure {M,(x, dy)} satisfying the bounds (B-i)-(B-iii) and such that Lx,sJ(x)^ff(y)M,(x,dy). JB
In fact, the preceding calculations show that there exists a function g(t, x, • ) in Lx(s,(x, ■ )) such that Lx,,sJ(x) = f f(y)g(t, x,y)s,(x, dy).
Jr
The existence of the bounds (B-i) has been noted. Making use of the Lipschitz hypotheses (C-iv) and (C-v) on the coefficients, it is straightforward to make the estimates \g(xx,y, t) -g(x2,y, 0| < Crx^x(y)-\\xx -x2\B
and \g(x,y, tx) -g(x,y, t2)\ < C\tx~x'2 -t21/2\-y2(y) for a.e. y, where C is a constant, independent of 0 < tx, t2, t < T and of x, xx, x2,y E B, and -y, and y2 are in Lp(px) for all 1 < p < oo. Properties (B-ii) and (B-iii) now easily follow as in the proof of [17, Proposition 2]. The conclusion of Theorem 2 follows. □ We turn now to a description of the semifinite approximation of a fundamental solution as developed in [18] . We require an additional hypothesis on B, namely:
Assumption. There exists an orthonormal basis for H, consisting of vectors {e"} contained in B*, such that the projections {/*"} on B defined by Pnx = 2?-i<<*> x~}e¡ (x E B) converge strongly to the identity operator on B.
This assumption is satisfied, in particular, when B is a classical Wiener space. However, we note that the assumption implies the existence of a Schauder basis for B; that any real separable Banach space can be the "B" of an abstract Wiener pair [10] ; and that Enflo [7] has proved the existence of a separable Banach space which does not possess a Schauder basis. It is probable, but not presently clear to the author, that we might dispense with the assumption by making use of Kuo For a fixed n, let K denote the finite dimensional subspace P"B. Set a"(x) = P"a(Pnx)Pn, bn(x) = Pnb(Pnx), c"(x) = c(Pnx).
Then the finite dimensional parabolic equation
has a fundamental solution consisting of a family of real-valued functions [q'(t, x,y): t > 0, x, y £ K}. In particular, as a function of x and t,q' satisfies Lnq' = 0. ({q'(t, x,y)dy} is a fundamental solution in the sense that we have been using on infinite dimensional spaces.) The property of q'(t, x, y) that is of primary importance in establishing differentiability of [qt(x, dy)} is the smoothness in the _y-variable. S. Ito [13] has shown that {q*(t, x,y)} = [q'(t,y, x)} forms a fundamental solution of the adjoint differential equation L*u = 0, where
provided that the derivatives [bn(x)]x are uniformly bounded and satisfy a Holder condition. In particular, q*(t, x,y) is C2 in the variable x. Hence q'(t, x,y) is C2 in the variable v. Considering K as a subspace of B*, let K± be the annihilator of K in B. Let p" denote Wiener measure on Í1. For x and v in B, we make the decomposition x = x' + x", y = y' + y", x' and y' E K, x" and v" E Kx. Now we may define a family of Borel measures {q"(x, dy)} on 5 by q," (x, dy) = q'(t, x', y')dy' X /,£(*", dy").
The exceedingly tedious calculations of [18] can be somewhat modified, by using techniques used in our proof of Theorem 2, to accommodate our current assumptions (C-i)-(C-v) on the coefficients a(x), b(x) and c(x). In fact the calculations become considerably simpler, and we are readily able to prove the following semifinite approximation (see Proposition 6 of [18]):
Proposition 3. As P" -> /, q,"(x, ay) -» qt(x, dy), in total variation norm, for each x E B and t > 0. Our next step is to establish differentiability of the approximating measures. We impose an additional hypothesis on the first order coefficients of¿,,, (C-vi) b(x) is //-differentiable, and \Db(-)\H is bounded and uniformly Lip 1 on B.
(C-vi) ensures that the adjoint equations (22) have fundamental solutions. Proof. An excellent reference for bounds on the derivatives of fundamental solutions is the survey paper [12] of Il'in, Kalashnikov and Oleinik (see especially Theorem 4.1). One such bound asserts the existence of constants a and ß such that \(d/dXi)q*(t,x,y)\ < «|/f("+,>/2«p(-^(|* ~y\2/\t\))
for all x,y in K, where a may depend on the maximum of |/|. From (24) we see that for each t and x, all directional derivatives (d/dy^qXt, x,y) aie integrable over K with respect to v. It follows that (q'(t, x, y)dy} is a family of A"-differentiable measures on K.
From (23), we see that q"(x, ay) is the product of a /C-differentiable measure with a (Ä"x n //)-differentiable measure. We conclude from [1, Proposition 2.3 .1] that the product measure is weakly and boundedly differentiable with respect to K X (Kx n H), i.e. is //-differentiable. The expected product rule for the derivative holds: for h = h' + h", h' E K, h" E Kx n //,wehave a\q,*(x, dy) = dh.[q'(t, x',y')dy'] X p'2\(x", dy") + q'(t,x\y')dy'Xdh..p'{t(x",dy").
From this we see that the logarithmic derivative of q"(x, dy) is given by / dDg?(x,dy)\ I D,q'(t,x',y')\ " \h'liq7(x7dyj) = {h> q'(t,x',y') ) " <*> <" '> " * >" <*> Proof. For //-differentiability of qt(x, ay) it suffices to show that {dhq"(x, • )}"=1)2, converges in variation uniformly for all A with |A| < <S0. In order for the logarithmic derivative of q,(x, dy) to exist and be locally Lipschitzian it suffices that the sequence of logarithmic derivatives given by (25) converges uniformly for y in 5-bounded subsets and A in fi*-bounded subsets. The required convergence may be established by a lengthy but straightforward application of the estimates of the semifinite approximation [18] provided we alter the estimates (24) on the derivatives of the finite dimensional fundamental solutions in the following manner so that we may estimate their behavior as n -> oo.
The parametrix used by Il'in, Kalashnikov and Oleinik [12] for the derivation of (24) is W*(t,x',y') = (4ttty/2[dela(y')Y1/2 ■ exp(-(a(y'yx(x' -y'), x' -y')/4t) which we may write in dimension-free notation as **"(i, x',/)^=[deta(v')]-1/2
• exp(-([*(/) -I](x' -y'), x' -y')/4t)p'2t(x', dy').
A brief examination of the derivation in [12] of (24) shows that the estimates on ^-derivatives of q*(t, x',y') are inherited from corresponding estimates on derivatives of the parametrix. We easily see that \Dx.W*(t,x',y')\K< a\\x' -y'\\B\t\-lexp(-(a(y'yx(x' -y'),x' -y')/4t) and hence obtain \Dx,q*(t,x',y')\(dy)< ot\\x' -y'\\B\t\-x ■ exp(-([a(y'yx -l](x' -y'), x' -y')/4t)p'2t(x', dy').
Using the fact that 
5-D
Remark. It is probable that the fundamental solutions of Lx,u = 0 and an associated "adjoint" equation analogous to (22) are obtainable from one another as is the case in finite dimensions. That is, if we write the fundamental solution [q,(x, dy)} of Lx,u = 0 as [f(t, x,y)p,(x, dy)}, then L*,u = 0 has as fundamental solution [w,(x, dy)} where w,(x, dy) = f(t,y, x)p,(x, dy). If this were the case, then the differentiability of the measure q¡(x, dy) could be deduced from the x-differentiability of wt(x, dy). However the proof of the relationship between the fundamental solutions of L* and L" in finite dimensions depends on their being adjoint operators in L2(R", dx). There is no reasonable extension of Lebesgue measure to infinite dimensions, and furthermore the infinite dimensional operators Lx, and Lxl axe not adjoint operators in L2(R", dp,). In fact Gross' Laplacian A/(x) = trace D ^(x) has no adjoint in L2(R", dp,). It appears that the relationship, if any, between q,(x, dy) and w,(x, dy) could not be proved directly in infinite dimensions; but rather would have to be proved by a semifinite approximation, based on the validity of the finite dimensional relationship.
